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Patient Stretcher

Ideal for patient transport, examination and intubation.
The DRE Savoy QA3 stretcher is ideal for patient transport, examination, and intubation. Its compact construction
is lightweight yet robust, and its advanced steering system and ergonomically positioned pulling handles make it
supremely maneuverable and easily guided by one person. The Savoy QA3 has a wider patient platform, pressure
care mattress, and unique foldaway patient safety rail that store away under the mattress footprint to give a
virtually zero transfer gap. The exceptional low height capability allows easy mount and dismount, particularly
helpful for elderly patients, while the improved ground clearance allows better access for patient hoists.
Fixed Transfusion Poles innovative quick release safety locking mechanism that integrates into either head
or foot end of patient safety rail for easy access and storage. Head end comes
standard.

Vertically Operated Patient
Safety Rails- store away under
the mattress giving a virtually
zero transfer gap. Spring
counterbalancing allows
effortless ease of operation.

Hydraulic Lift Mechanism exceptional low height capability,
adjusted by means of independently
operating pedals located on both
sides of the stretcher.

Pneumatic assisted back lift unique design, precision controlled,
easy lift system for enhanced user
and patient comfort

5th Wheel Steering unique mechanism which
ensures stretcher is highly
maneuverable and easily
guided by one person.
Castors - polyurethane tires offer low rolling
resistance for high maneuverability, 6 in (150mm)
castors fitted as standard, 8 in (200mm) optional.

Optional Extras
8 in (200 mm) Castors

Trendelenburg

Emergency Venturi
Suction System

Extremely smooth and controlled mechanism that allows rapid
Trandelenburg to be achieved even when stretcher is at its lowest height.

Foot End Stop/Monitor Shelf

Fixed Pushing
Handles Foot End

Reversible Pillow

Pushing Handles
Four ergonomically positioned pushing handles give supreme
maneuverability either with the patient lying flat or sitting up.
(Foot end fixed handles are optional, head end come standard)

Foot-end Mattress Protector

Optional Extras
Reverse Trendelenburg
Endoscopy -- increased maximum height 4 in
Spare Fixed Transfusion Pole
Gray Patient Saftety Rail Covers
Department Identification
K8 Pressure Care Mattress -- zip cover
Patient Storage Container

Patient Comfort
Exceptional low height capability and store away patient safety rail allow
easy mount/dismount particularly for elderly patients. Wider patient
platform and pressure care mattress ensure maximum patient comfort.
Improved ground clearance allows better access for patient hoists.

Lateral Cassette Holder
X-Ray Tray
X-Ray Tray Guides
Oxygen Cylinder Bracket -- for CD systems

Specifications
»» Overall Length: 7 feet
»» Overall Width: 2.4 feet
»» Height Range (non x-ray): 18.5”-30.5” (475-775 mm)
(excluding mattress)
»» Height Range (x-ray): 20.5”-33” (520-840 mm)
(excluding mattress
»» Height Range (Endoscopy non x-ray): 20.5” – 34.5”
(525-875 mm) (excluding mattress)
»» Stretcher Weight: 282 lbs, 326 lbs for emergency
package
»» Maximum Patient Weight: 705 lbs

Pushing Handles - four
ergonomically positioned
pushing handles give
supreme maneuverability
either with the patient
lying flat or sitting up.

Trendelenburg - extremely
smooth and controlled
mechanism, allows rapid
Trendelenburg to be
achieved even when
stretcher is at its lowest
height

